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Abstract: Plasmas used in electric propulsion often operate at low-pressures, where
particle mean free path is large compared with thruster dimensions. As a result, the
collisionless effects become important and kinetic treatment has to be performed for plasma
modeling. For the sake of simplicity, modelers frequently use fluid approach outside of its
validity range. On a number of examples it is shown that the fluid approach can lead to
quantitatively and qualitatively incorrect results. In fluid approach, the electron energy
distribution function (EEDF) is assumed to be a Maxwellian. At low pressures it is no longer
the case; and EEDF can be far from a Maxwellian. Electrons tend to stratify into different
groups depending on their origin and confinement, i.e., weather they are trapped or not by
the plasma potential. These different groups of electrons have to be treated separately, as
they have completely different properties and, by no means, can be lumped together into one
Maxwellian EEDF, as implicitly assumed by the fluid approach. These facts are well-known
in gas discharge community but have not fully propagated into the propulsion community so
far. The concept is demonstrated on an example of calculation of particle and heat losses
from bounded plasma in presence of strong secondary electron emission as pertains, but not
limited to a Hall thruster. Another example is plasma jet’s radial expansion in presence of
strong axial magnetic field. The “conventional wisdom” approach predicts a conical shape
for the plasma jet. This stems from the assumption that electrons and ions diffuse together
across the magnetic field lines with an effective ambipolar diffusion coefficient taking from
one-dimensional theory. However, such “conventional wisdom” approach fails in twodimensional geometry, because electrons and ions trajectories are very different in 2D.
Electrons can flow fast along the magnetic field lines and simultaneously diffuse radially far
from jet injection point and then come back along another magnetic field line. As a result,
ions flow freely to the radial position where electrons are available due to such complex looplike electron trajectories. These short-circuiting flows result in a cylindrical shape of the jet
in contrast to conical. A practical application of this result can be analysis of differences
between testing, laboratory environment and real space environment.
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= the electron flux to the wall with total energy ε
= elastic collision frequency
= electron density

total electron energy: sum of kinetic and potential energies
electron mass
ion mass
x component of the electron velocity

I.

Introduction

R

ecently, the low-pressure high-density plasmas have attracted considerable interest for propulsion and material
processing applications1,2. Typically, the operating gas pressures in such plasmas range from 10-5 Torr to 10-2
Torr. Correspondingly, the electron mean free path
can be larger or comparable to the plasma
dimensions (typically several tens of centimeters).
As a result a number of collisionless and kinetic
effects become important for correct plasma
description and are frequently misinterpreted by
application of “conventional wisdom” approaches
E0
E0
Ey
based on fluid or one-dimensional results. In the
following three such examples are given. First, the
importance of non-Maxwellian electron energy
distribution is demonstrated for low-pressure
plasmas. Second, the kinetic concept is
E sc
E sc
demonstrated on an example of calculation of
Plasma
particle and heat losses from a bounded plasma in
presence of strong secondary electron emission as
pertains, but not limited to a Hall thruster. It is
shown that conventional concept of space charge
y
limited sheath is inadequate due to oversimplified
assumption of the Maxwellian electron energy
x=L
x=0
distribution function. It is shown that the kinetic
x
approach gives completely different result and
explain experimental data, whereas the fluid
Figure 1. Schematic of a one-dimensional plasma slab of
approach fails to do so. The last example describes
length L powered by a symmetric coupled source. The RF
plasma jet’s radial expansion in presence of strong
current source (not shown) results in an RF field in the
axial magnetic field. The “conventional wisdom”
transverse direction, Ey. The value of the field at the edges,
approach foresees a conical shape for the plasma
E0, is determined by the desired power deposition in the
jet, whereas detailed analysis calculates a
plasma. A space charge field Esc develops in the x-direction
cylindrical shape.
to confine electrons.

II.

Importance of self-consistent calculation of non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution
function

A. Examples of non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution function in discharges
Under low-pressure conditions, the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is far from a Maxwellian. The
EEDF can be enriched by slow electrons3, as well as the EEDF can have pronounced high energy tail4 or abrupt cutoff at energies corresponding to plasma potential5. The high-energy electrons determine the dissociation and
ionization rates. The slow energy electrons are responsible for the formation of the ambipolar potential in the plasma
bulk. In low-pressure plasmas the EEDF, plasma density and electric field in plasma are all nonlinear coupled. Such
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nonlinear coupling may lead to novel kinetic
phenomena, for example, it was demonstrated in Ref.6
that the formation of two-temperature EEDF could be
accompanied with an explosive increase in the bulk
plasma density.
We have developed variety of tools for kinetic
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Figure 2. Schematic of electron potential energy
profile ϕ(x) in the plasma slab, due to the electrostatic
field. An electron with total (x-kinetic plus potential)
energy ε will reflect back at points x1* and x2* (turning
points).
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Figure 4. Effective temperature profiles for a
non-Maxwellian EEDF (solid lines) and a
Maxwellian EEDF (dashed lines) for 1 mTorr.
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Figure 3. (a) Self-consistently predicted non-Maxwellian
(solid lines) and Maxwellian (dashed lines) electron
energy distribution function (EEDF) as a function of
total energy for 1 mTorr. (b) Energy diffusion coefficient
Dε(ε) (solid line) and energy diffusivity (see text) related
to e-e collisions (dashed line) as a function of total energy
for 1 mTorr. Inset shows an expanded scale for Dε(ε).

analysis of low-temperature plasmas, including particlein-cell codes, fast modeling codes and analytical
theories1-6.
Typical results are shown in Figs. 3-5 on example of
an inductively rf coupled plasma of a pressure of 1
mTorr, discharge frequency of 13.56 MHz and
discharge length 5 cm7. Similar results have been
received for other low-pressure plasmas including
electron cyclotron resonance, capacitively coupled and
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direct current discharges. Figures 1 and 2 show the schematics
of heating rf electric field and ambipolar electric field which
5
confines electrons in the plasma center due to ambipolarity
constrain. Under these conditions the electron-electron collision
200 W
mean free path and inelastic collision mean free path are large
4
compared to the plasma dimension. Due to large value of mean
free path, electrons have the total energy ε = mv 2 / 2 − eφ
3
constant. Electrons with small ε are confined in the plasma
center in the region of small electric field, whereas electrons
100 W
with large ε approach plasma periphery where the electric field
2
is large. As a result, the EEDF is strongly non-Maxwellian, as
shown in Fig.3. Figure 3 shows the EEDF as a function of total
50 W
1
energy for non-Maxwellian (solid lines) and Maxwellian
(dashed lines) cases. The non-Maxwellian EEDF has a higher
fraction of electrons just beyond the ionization threshold,
0
0
1
2
predicting a higher ionization rate.
X (cm)
Figure 4 shows the screening temperature profiles given for
Figure 5. Variation of positive ion density for 1
the Maxwellian and non-Maxwellian EEDFs. The screening
mTorr. Results using non-Maxwellian EEDF
temperature is defined to give value of the ambipolar electric
(solid lines) are compared with results using
field E = −Te (x )∇n / n . For the Maxwellian EEDF, the
Maxwellian EEDF (dashed lines), under
electron temperature is uniform and independent of power
otherwise identical conditions.
while for the non-Maxwellian case, significant differences are
observed with power. The large difference between the
temperatures at the edge and the center may be explained by examining Fig. 3 (solid lines). The EEDF shows that
electrons with total energies less than 1 V are not effectively heated (the energy diffusion coefficient Dε is small).
Electrons with such low energies are trapped near the discharge center (where the heating field is weak) as they
cannot overcome the electrostatic potential barrier. Hence, the effective temperature at the center is low. In contrast,
electrons with relatively high energies can overcome the potential barrier and reach the edge where the field is
strong, and the effective temperature at the periphery (and larger total energies) is high. Note that even for the
highest plasma density in Fig. 3, the electron-electron mean free path is about 10 m for 1 eV electrons, much higher
than the interelectrode gap. Therefore, the electron-electron and collisionless energy diffusion coefficients are
comparable at very low energy, 1 eV, see Fig. 3. As a result, low energy electrons form a Maxwellian distribution
with very low temperature, 1 eV. Note that the part of the EEDF corresponding to such cold electrons is difficult to
measure experimentally. The effective temperature profile becomes less non-uniform as power is increased, because
of higher electron density resulting in more "thermalization" of the EEDF by e-e collisions. The discrepancy
between the averaged temperature and the effective temperature near the edge induces a difference in the effective
electron mean free path, which leads to considerably different profiles of power deposition.
Plasma density profiles calculated using the non-Maxwellian EEDF (solid lines) are compared with profiles
(dashed lines) obtained using the Maxwellian EEDF approximation swon in Fig.5. It is evident, that the calculated
plasma parameters can drastically depend on the shape of EEDF due to difference in ionization profile and
ambipolar electric field. This suggests that the realistic plasma simulations must necessarily include the selfconsistent treatment of non-equilibrium EEDF.
B. Electron energy distribution in the loss cone
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Figure 8. The EDFs as a function of the total energy
calculated from the self-consistent calculations. The
ECR resonance is in the discharge center.
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The potential drop in the sheath determines the
particle
and heat fluxes from plasma to the bounding
Figure 6. EEDF at given total energy 1.5 of wall
walls. In “common wisdom” approach the potential drop
potential as a function of the parallel energy at
in the sheath is given by Δφsh = −Te / e ln(M / m 2π) ,
various coordinates, solid lines correspond to the
theoretical estimate and dashed lines to the estimate
where M, m are the ion mass and electron mass,
with the total cross-section replaced with the
respectively. The derivation assumes Maxwell-Boltzmann
averaged cross-section of scattering outside the loss
distribution of electrons. However, Boltzmann distribution
cone at p=1mTorr. Wall potential is 12.4eV.
of electrons requires that electrons are trapped by the field,
whereas we calculate the flux of electrons leaving the
plasma, i.e., untrapped electrons. Thus, the conventional expression for sheath potential drop is incorrect8. The
electrons which have energy sufficient to overcome the sheath potential, quickly escape the plasma, thus, this part of
EEDF is strongly depleted and often termed as loss cone in phase space. The analytical solution for the EEDF in the
loss cone was derived in Ref.9. The electron distribution function in the loss cone is filled due elastic scattering
which transfer electrons from outside of loss cone to loss cone, and emptied by free flight to the wall with rate
determined by the transit time. The total flux of electrons from loss cone Γw (ε) with a given energy ε is given by 9
v

Γw (ε) =
no wall losses
FM
MC
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Figure 7. The EDFs calculated from the averaged kinetic
equation (lines) and by the MC method (symbols) as a
function of the total energy with account for wall losses
(dashed lines) and without account for wall losses (solid
lines), electric field at electron cyclotron resonance 0.7
V/cm, p=1mTorr, wall potential 14.2eV.
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(
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L /2
⎡
⎤
dvx
vx f0 ⎢1 − exp −∫
νdx / vx ⎥
−L / 2
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v
⎦⎥
vx min

∫

where ν is the elastic collision frequency, vx ,min

is minimum velocity of electrons capable to
overcome sheath potential and escape to the wall,
integration is done over all velocity directions
contributing into the flux. The average escape
frequency is than given by ratio of this flux to the
total density of electrons νescape ≡ Γw (ε)/ f0L . If the
electron mean free path is small compared with gap,
then the exponent on the right hand side of Eq.1 is
small and the conventional estimate for the flux is
correct. In the opposite case of large mean free path,
the exponent on the right hand side of Eq.1 is close
to unity, and
v
L / 2 νdx
dvx
Δ Ω
νescape (ε) = ∫
vx ∫
~ ν ec (2)
−L / 2 v
vL
4π
x
v
x min

is proportional to the frequency of elastic
scattering from outside of loss cone to the loss cone
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of geometric angle Δec Ω . Figure 6 depicts EEDF outside and inside of the loss cone calculated by a Monte Carlo
(MC) code. One can see, that the theoretical prediction for uniform EEDF outside the loss cone is reasonable within
20%.
Figure 7 depicts EEDFs calculated with and without taking into account wall losses making use of the analytical
formulation utilizing averaged kinetic equation and Monte Carlo methods for a given wall potential. Both results
agree for electron energies up to ε < 2e | φw | . For higher energies the values of the EEDF calculated by MC code
are much higher than theoretical predictions. The reasons are not clear. Possibly the concept of diffusion in energy
fails, since electrons of these energies are not trapped and leave the discharge with a frequency about the bounce
frequency. It implies that there are not many bounces in the resonance region anymore and averaging over many
interactions with resonance is not adequate.
Figure 8 shows EEDF when wall potential is calculated from the ambipolarity condition. Due to fast wall losses
the effective temperature at the EEDF tail ε > e | φw | , is 2.2eV instead of 6.6eV in the plasma bulk. Potential drop
in the sheath is 17eV, which is much smaller than Δφsh = −Te / e ln(M / m 2π) =4.7Te=31eV. Here, the argon mass
was assumed.

III.

Effects of non-Maxwellian EEDF on particle and heat losses from a plasma in presence of
secondary electron emission

The sheath near wall is strongly affected by the secondary electron emission from the wall. If the secondary electron
emission current is larger than the primary electron current from the plasma, i.e., the effective secondary electron
emission coefficient becomes large than unity, ambipolarity condition of zero total current can not be satisfied by a
monotonic sheath. In this limit, the sheath potential drop becomes very small and electron particle and heat fluxes
from the plasma turn out to be very large. In case of bounded plasma the fluxes of secondary electrons can greatly
affect plasma properties. The fact well-known for gas discharges since 1950s10. In case of bounded plasmas there are
two counterstreaming electron beam coming from opposite walls. Presence of two beams greatly effects sheath
properties compared with the case of semi-infinite plasma. The secondary electron emission (SEE) of the beams
have completely different properties than the bulk plasma, thus, they have to be treated separately. Consequently, we
introduce two partial secondary electron emission coefficients of the plasma bulk, γ p , and of the beam, γb . The
plasma electron flux Fp at left wall generates SEE flux γ p Fp , which propagates with certain probability to the right
wall, resulting in an additional flux of secondaries at the right wall αγ p Fp . Here, we introduced the penetration
coefficient α < 1 , the SEE beam losses are due to scattering and deceleration by collective effects and collisions.
The SEE flux αγ p Fp produces extra SEE flux αγb γ p Fp , which propagates to the left and generate additional SEE
flux, and so forth. The ratio between the resulting total SEE fluxes Fb and the plasma bulk flux Fp is given by the
balance between them. The total flux hitting the left wall is αFb + Fp . It generates SEE flux Fb , i.e.,
Fb = γb αFb + γ p Fp ,

(3)

which gives

Fb =

γp
1 − γb α

Fp .

(4)

Note that if αγb > 1 the stationary solution is impossible, as the SEE flux increases after each pass through the
plasma even without contribution from the plasma electrons. The other important consequence of Eq.(4) is that if
αγb → 1 , the SEE flux is much larger than the plasma flux and can dominate the electron conductivity. This fact
was observed in particle-in-cell simulations in Ref.11. The electric current at a wall is sum of contributions from ion
flux Fi , plasma bulk and SEE fluxes
j / e = Fi − (1 − γ p )Fp − (1 − γb )αFb .

Substituting the SEE flux from Eq.(4) into Eq.(5) gives
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(5)

⎡
(1 − α)γ p ⎤
⎥ Fp .
j / e = Fi − ⎢1 −
⎢
1 − αγb ⎥⎦
⎣

(6)

The plasma potential on dielectric wall is given by j = 0 . If α → 1 , the SEE contribution into the total current
from the left and right walls mutually compensate each other and presence of beams do not change the sheath
properties. Importantly, in this case, the partial plasma SEE coefficient can be large, γ p >> 1 , without the space
charge saturation. This conclusion can explain the experimental results for the Hall thruster12. The space charge
saturation occurs when contributions into j from all electron currents tends to zero, i.e.,
1 − (1 − α)γ p /(1 − αγb ) → 0 or αγb + (1 − α)γ p → 1 . Note that it is important to introduce different partial SEE
coefficients γ p and γb . The further details of analytical calculation of EEDF and SEE beams can be found in Ref.
13. The results of analytical model of Ref.13 are shown in Fig. 9 for α = 0.9 . As the electron temperature grows
both γ p and γb increases. The plasma potential decreases and the electron flux to wall increases when
αγb + (1 − α)γ p → 1 , and γ p ≈ 2.2 .
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Figure 9. The normalized electron flux Γ pn (red), average SEE coefficient

< γ > (blue), plasma SEE coefficient γ p , normalized sheath potential
(magenta) and beam SEE coefficient times the penetration factor αγb as
functions of the electron temperature in bulk plasma.

The
EEDF
in
particle-in-cell
simulation of Ref.11 shows that cutoff of EEDF (the loss cone) occurs at
wall potential as described above. The
simulations also reveal that in thruster
plasmas the EVDF is anisotropic and
far from a Maxwellian. The average
energy of electron motion in the
directions parallel to the walls is
several times larger than the energy
perpendicular to the walls. The strong
heating occurs in the direction of the
electric
field
and
in
plane
perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field due to scattering in fluctuations
of the turbulent electro-magnetic
field. The EVDF cannot be
isotropized by collisions with neutrals
because for the chosen parameters,
the effective frequency of turbulent
collisions is much larger than the
elastic collision frequency. Taking
into account the non-Maxwellian
EEDF is also very important for
analysis of the two-stream instability
of SEE beam, which determines the

penetration coefficient α .
In summary of this section, the kinetic treatment of particle and heat losses from a plasma in presence of
secondary electron emission gives drastically different results than the fluid approach. The further details of
analytical calculation of EEDF and SEE beams can be found in Ref. 13.

IV.

CONTROLLING A MAGNETIZED PLASMA JET’S EXPANSION FOR ELECTRICPROPULSION APPLICATIONS

For plasma propulsion it is important to make sure that laboratory testing is adequate to space testing and to
control the plasma jet’s radial expansion. For this detailed analysis of jet radial expansion is necessary. Applied
magnetic fields and the geometry of boundaries surrounding the jet are two methods to control expansion. Plasma
jets are predominantly quasineutral, hence, electrons and ions tend to move in applied magnetic fields and induced
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plasma electric and magnetic fields in such ways that the plasma
stays quasineutral14, except in small regions known as double
layers. Due to the big difference in mass, electrons and ions
trajectories are very different. That makes the problem of jet
expansion rather complex and interesting. In many plasma
thrusters, electrons are strongly magnetized and can not detach
easily from the magnetic lines. This electron “stiffness” can
produce plasma polarization, and, in principle, may hinder ions
from detaching from magnetic field lines. Figure 10 shows the
effect of polarization in modeling jet motion along and expansion
across a uniform magnetic field [2] when electron-ion collisions
are included. Ions expand radially across the magnetic field to
locations where electrons can be supplied to neutralize the ion
density. At radii larger than 2 in Figure 11, ion radial expansion is
stopped by an electric field generated by a small charge
Figure 10. The scheme of non-ambipolar
separation. The quasineutrality condition holds due to the sodiffusion accompanied by short-circuiting
called short-circuiting effect: electron flow along magnetic field
currents. Arrows show the electron and ion
lines from larger radii back to the jet entry point.
motion. The arrow length represents the
To illustrate an important effect of nonlocal currents, we
value of particle fluxes. (a) Hypothetical
consider the case of a finite diameter plasma stream entering a
ambipolar expansion. (b) Real non-ambipolar
region with an axially uniform magnetic field. One might suppose
fluxes.
that the radial expansion of the stream is set by a local ambipolar
condition, that is, collisional diffusion, see figure 10 a). However, as shown in figure 10b), non-local electron
currents may occur, short circuiting the radial ambipolar potential and altering the radial plasma motion. Figure 10
implies that the radial expansion is supported by non-local currents. It must be noted that the non-local currents
require a conductor, such as background plasma, at large radius to carry them. Thus finite chamber size may provide
the conditions for non-local currents, whereas space vacuum would not.
Such short-circuiting electron currents complicate the modeling of jet expansion. In a laboratory experiment,
particularly one with nearby conducting surfaces, moderate ambient gas pressure or complex magnetic field
structure, such as curvature, electrons may neutralize ion flow by several possible mechanisms and promote radial
plasma flow15. If a background plasma (or a conducting surface) exists on the jet’s path, electrons may move along
(or across) magnetic lines to neutralize ion flow. If a background plasma does not exist, electrons must move across
magnetic lines by collisions15 or anomalous transport16. Yet another possibility is the modification of the external
magnetic field lines by currents induced in plasma17 . These
scenarios realized in the laboratory are not represented in a
single-fluid model. Moreover, electrons in real plasmas tend
to stratify into different groups: trapped and passing; cold,
warm and hot; current-conducting and ionizing18. These
groups may have completely different transport behavior and
typically can not be described by one fluid where all groups
are lumped into a single “averaged” electron population.
Depending on the experimental conditions, a one-fluid model
may not be sufficient to describe plasma jet detachment.
In summary, the non-Maxwellian ion and electron
distributions found in laboratory plasmas, along with a
moderate ambient neutral gas density and curved magnetic
fields, mandate more complete numerical and theoretical
treatments than single-fluid MHD.
Figure 11. Ion trajectory (streamlines of ion flow)
in cylindrical geometry. Ion jet propagates with a
supersonic velocity along ζ and expands radially
due to the electron temperature. The arrow shows
the characteristic angle of plasma expansion at the
sound velocity.
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VI.

Conclusions

Plasmas used in electric propulsion often operate in the low-pressure regime, where particle mean free path is
large compared with thruster dimensions. As a result, the collisionless effects become important and kinetic
treatment has to be performed for plasma modeling. On a number of examples it is shown that the fluid approach
can lead to quantitatively and qualitatively incorrect results, as the EEDF can be far from a Maxwellian. Electrons
tend to stratify into different groups depending on their origin and confinement. The concept is demonstrated on an
example of calculation of particle and heat losses from bounded plasma in presence of strong secondary electron
emission as pertains to but not limited to a Hall thruster. Another example is plasma jet’s radial expansion in
presence of strong axial magnetic field, where short-circuiting flows result in a cylindrical shape of the jet in
contrast to conical. A practical application of this result can be analysis of differences between testing, laboratory
environment and real space environment.

VII.
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